
EDUCATION

University of Hertfordshire

BA (Hons) 3D Computer

Animation and Modelling

Expert knowledge of traditional
animation principles, and a
detailed understanding of both VFX
and feature animation pipelines

Thorough knowledge of Maya,
Nuke, Ftrack, and the Adobe Suite

Exceptional communication,
organisation, and interpersonal
skills

Adaptable and enthusiastic to
follow feedback; thrives under
direction

Good knowledge of rigging, Python
scripting, and modelling, able to
effectively troubleshoot rig issues

Knowledge of all other aspects of
the CG and production pipeline

In-depth understanding of human
and animal anatomy; strong life
drawing skills

SKILLS

I am a CG animator and award-winning filmmaker, intimately familiar with working to tight
project deadlines. As an animator at Freefolk and former Framestore intern, I am

exceptionally well-versed in animation techniques, and I am looking forward to continuing
my work in this field.

EXPERIENCE

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

West Nottinghamshire College

BTEC Art & Design (Extended

Diploma)

2015-2017
Final Grade: Triple Distinction*
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BYGONE  (2020 )  -  SHORT  F ILM

Supervised all production, animation, and

previsualisation, our live-action degree film

features over 40 seconds of photoreal alien

creature animation. This project required very

close communication amongst other members of

the pipeline to ensure a very high quality of work

that delivered on schedule.

FREEFOLK

London, UK

Animator - Sep 2020 - Present,

Nov 2019 - Jan 2020, Jul 2019

Currently working remotely as a key animator on

a stylised commercial project and previously on

Netflix series Cursed, I report to supervisors and

producers multiple times a day and effectively

work within a team to deliver shots that adhere

to the design language well on time.

AMY L. WRIGHT

alwright animation

2017-2020
First Class Honours

VFX - Film of the Year

The Rookies Awards 2020

FRAMESTORE

London, UK

Launchpad Intern - Jun-Sep 2020

Winning awards for Best Overall Film and Best

Animation, I was selected as part of a small team

to create a short film project. I had eight weeks to

deliver 30 seconds of character animation under

supervision from Framestore mentors.

Grand Prix

UH Animation Exposé 2020


